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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
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not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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bobalicon papanatas
These are two words that are applied as an insult and denote to people of low intellectual level

bobarron
bobarron is incorrectly written and should be written as " bobarron " being its meaning: < /br >Derogatory term derived
from bobo

bodegón
Painting or graphic representation of fruits and other edibles, usually used to decorate dining areas

bodil genkel
It is the name of a Mexican choreographer, study in Europe and United States

boedo
1.-Drunk<br>2.-boedo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Drunk" being its meaning:</br>Drunk

boedo
Fortified

bofetear
It must be slapping, slapping

bofos
Plural of bofo, people or things soft or lacking physical consistency, is usually a pejorative term

boga
Fashion or present. That goes with the current customs

bohemia
Trade name of a Mexican beer

boletera
Person who sells tickets to attend a show

bolita de molcagete
He writes molcajete and the ball that is his complement is the yjolote

bolitas
Diminutive balls, are rounded or spherical shaped objects



bollito
Small sweet pane of rounded shape

bolo
In Mexico we call bolo each of the bags with sweets that are given to children attending a piñata

bonguero
Person who plays the bongos, Latin American percussion instrument

boquetes
Openings without form defined on a surface

borax
Chemical used to combat roaches

borcelana
Utensil shaped bowl used for physiological needs, mainly during the night. At present almost no longer used

borcelana
Synonym: potty

bordado
Ornament made with different kinds of thread on a fabric

borlas
They are pieces that are added to some items of clothing from home as an ornament, usually hanging from the main
garment, are rounded, mainly made with some sort of fabric but may have other types of maeteriales between its
components

borrale
borrale is incorrectly written, and should be written as "delete" you being their meaning:<br>Commonly used to ask
someone to withdraw from our presence

borrar del mapa
Wipe off the map to someone is to ignore it, not take it into account for anything, such as if there was no

boserio
boserio is incorrectly written, and should be written as "shouting" being its meaning:<br>Noise produced by voices

botarse de la risa
Is laughing is much to a fact or situation



botarse la canica
It is said to boot the marble to the person who lost the judgment, sanity

botija
The Botija is one of the characters of a television program called "The chavo del ocho "

botijón
Prominent or bulging abdomen

boton de muestra
Sample button is incorrectly written and should be written as "enough sample for a button" being its
meaning:<br>Knowing one small part of something we can know everything

bozo
Bozo is a pallido

bozo
Bozo or hair also appears in some women but almost all rely on hair removal

bramado
bramado it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "bellow" being its meaning:<br>Voice of the bull and other
wild animals

brandeburgos
Tying the military become ornament

brasero
Person who moves from one place to another labour purposes

brasero
Place where coals are put

brasuelo
brasuelo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "shank" being its meaning:<br>Arm or young branch of a tree or
shrub

brea
Substance chemical that applies to trees or bushes, Christmas seasons, to give the appearance that they are covered
by snow

brebaje
Drink composed of unpleasant ingredients on the palate



breves
For a short time or reduced moments

briagadales
It comes from briago, drunk, taker man

brincacharcos
They are the pants that do not give the proper length for the person who carries them

briznilla
Light breeze

bromoso
It is said of an object or article difficult to move or relocate, not so much by its weight, rather by size

brujas
Be witch or witches is to be without money

brujear
It is said that the person who conducts several overnight, rather than be sleeping brujea

brujiar
Do things that are supposed to make the witches, used mainly for people who do some activity to the wee hours of the
night, example, what do you do so night sorcery?

brunida
If the word is Brunilda, it would be a feminine proper name

bruno
Male personal name

bucaro
bucaro is incorrectly written, and should be written as "vase" being its meaning:<br>Species of fragrant clay. Vase made
with it

bucho
Diminutive of the male proper name Tiburcio

bucles
Curls hair

bucofaringeo



The mouth and pharynx

buen gusto
It is said that a person has good taste when he knows how to choose or combine what favors him most, whether in his
person or other areas

buena reputacion
Have a good history, mainly with respect to morality, have credibility and be considered as a good person

buenagente
four doors is incorrectly written, and should be written as "good people" being its meaning:<br>Says of the people that
are driven with much consideration for others

buenisimo
Increasing good, person, animal or thing

buenoparanada
Well for nothing, it is used as an insult pointing out that the person is not of use so that it does not bring any benefit

bufet
Term used to designate a two-piece Hutch

bufet
Term used to designate a two-piece Hutch

bullying
Refers to verbal harassment or physicist who often suffer the most weak on work, school, etc.

burlona
That which makes mockery or scorn someone is mocking laughter

burrilla
Derogatory female ass or donkey, Donkey

burro de dos patas
Person lacking intelligence, although donkeys do have it

buscar cinco patas al gato
The saying is "look for three feet from the cat," and it applies to say that we don't look for answers we already know

buscar ni corto ni perezoso
Search neither short nor lazy is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Neither slow nor lazy" being its



meaning:<br>Neither slow nor lazy, applies to a person who acts quickly to a given situation, to make a profit to

cabaña
Rural construction and wood used as temporary housing for people who are on vacation, usually paying an amount of
money to the owner of the same

cabos sueltos
These are details or information that is not known and necessary to reach valid conclusions on a matter or investigation

cabreada
Pissed or pissed off, scared, comes from the word goat

cabritos
They are the offspring with few goats born day

cabuches
They are the edible buds of flowers of the jazmine

cacahuates
They are small oval-shaped edible fruits, usually produce in a sheath, the sheath contains a for peanuts, are marketed in
the presentation anterio either packaged in small bolcitas

cacerio
Group or set of houses that do not form a population of importance

cachara
Tone frivolous or irrelevant conversation

cachetadas
Blows given in the cheeks with an open hand. There is a theory that if a person is out of control emotionally, a form of
back to reality is to hit some slapping

cachetinas
Hit on the cheeks

cachon
Adjective that applies to the man who know that his wife is unfaithful

cachondeo
They are a set of acts or elements that can be completed or not performing sexual intercourse

cachos



1-pieces or parts of a whole, it is common to use the diminutive small pieces, for example when a vase is rempope it is
said that made horns or small pieces stay

cada cabeza es un mundo
It means that every person has their own way of thinking and acting

cada loco con su tema
It happens when two or more people talk but do not agree and end up arguing thinking each one who is right Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be each one stretching to his side

cadeja o cadillo
The cadillo is a plant spine or some other small part of a pointed plant that can cause damage

cadenas
Figuratively chains are called to a consecutive series of events with some feature in particulsar

cadenas
Succession of linked rings between Yes, usually of metal and manufactured or produced for very different purposes,
depending on their particular characteristics

cadereyta
It is a municipality in the State of Nuevo León

cadillal
Place where you can find the Burs

cadillos
Attachment metal in the form of large thorns, which is placed on railings and fences in order to discourage the illegal
entry of persons on private property

cadillos
Plural of BUR, plant with thorns very annoying when they stick to the skin

cadillos
Plural of BUR, it is said colloquially person continuously causing discomfort

cae gordo
You say that about the unfriendly person

caer de la patada
Is falling ill a person, be unfriendly or unfriendly



caer de la patada
Is falling ill a person, be unfriendly or unfriendly

caer muy bajo
It falls very low the person committing an action that causes it to lose the dignity

caer rocío
It is an action of nature that usually occurs at night and consists of the fall of a wet breeze, is mainly seen in the leaves
of trees and plants

caerse de espaldas
Used to refer to something that frightens or surprise someone to cause that effect, " leave or fall back "

cafetear
Accompanying a deceased and his or her relatives during the funeral refers to the commonly consumed coffee

café oscuro
Dark shade of brown, otherwise it would be "light brown color"

cagadal
Accumulation of excrement

cagantinas
Defecating or what is defecates

calado
Perforated geometric decoration that can be used to decorate in different materials

caldo
Food prepared from beef or chicken and vegetables, eaten hot, usually served with rice

calefactar
Provide heat an area so that it is comfortable

calendarización
Set something by assigning specific dates for activities of that something. Example: Scheduling travel abroad scheduled

calenturieto
Calenturiento or calenturienta, who thinks much about sex and constantly this excited

calero
Container in which the lime is preserved to prepare the nixtamal



callate chachalaca
It is an undiplomatic way to order someone loud that is Street

callejones
Narrow streets where it is difficult to navigate

calmuda
It is said person making things very calmly, without hurrying, slowly.

calzado campesino
Footwear farmer this well written, in Mexico it can refer to the sandals, is a footwear opened with straps, use by some
peasants but also use them in warm weather cities or beaches

calzados
Plural of people who carry their shoes or their shoes or tennis

calzar grande
Vulgarly speaking, refers to the man who has the big penis

calzones
Underwear that covers the more intimate body

cambiarle el agua al pajarito
The phrase is used to refer to urinating

cambiazo
Change a person's physical appearance or shape suddenly thinking

camelia
Feminine proper name

caminantes
Set of people walking a walk

camión de carga
They are trucks used for the transfer of materials and goods, not suitable for the transfer of people

campesino fumon
peasant fumon is incorrectly written and it should be written as "peasant fumon" being its meaning:<br>Inhabitant of the
field that much smoke

campo esteril



Field or terrain that produces nothing

canas
They are the hairs that with age acquire a white or gray color

canastear
Touching another person's genitals or other intimate parts without their consent

candelabros
Utilitarian and decorative object with two or more arms in which candles are placed to provide light, can be of different
materials or combination of them, Crystal, bronze, porcelain, etc.

candelaria
Female name, in male Candelario

candente
Very hot

caninos
It's about the different breeds of dogs

canitas al aire
It is sentimental relationships with people who are not with whom you have a formal relationship

cantaro
pitcher is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Jug" being its meaning:<br>Clay vessel with narrow neck, used to
contain or transferring liquids

cantina
Cabinet in drinks and utensils are saved to serve

cantinero
In charge of the canteen

cantinflear
Talk much and say little or nothing

cantinucha
Derogatory Cantina

canturreando
Sing softly to oneself without pretensions to please no one



canturrear
Singing in a low voice, as for oneself, a song or part of it

canuto
Male personal name

cañamar
In Mexico Canamar is a surname

cañocazo
Perhaps the word in doubt should be cannoned, if so is the firing of a cannon

capacete
It is the roof or top of motor vehicles

capacidades
They are the activities that a person is able or not to perform, that is, it can be used both in a positive and negative
sense, according to the text of the sentence

capirotada
Dish that is prepared to base of toasted bread, raisins, shredded coconut, nuts, peanuts, is sweetened with a
honeymoon prepared with brown sugar

capirotada
Dish that is prepared to base of toasted bread, raisins, shredded coconut, nuts, peanuts, is sweetened with a
honeymoon prepared with brown sugar

caracteristicas de las personas insolidarias
Selfishness is the main feature of the unsympathetic

caracteristicas de retahilas
characteristics of mantras is incorrectly written, and should be written as "jingles" being its meaning:<br>Number of
things that follow each other in a monotonous or excessive manner

caramelos
They are round and elongated sweets, like the shape of a pencil

carcacha
Model motor vehicle not recent and therefore with outdated appearance

carcomido
It is said of any type of piece, piece of furniture or object showing missing children or deterioration in its structure, by
age, neglect or bad treatment



cardex
Registration per pupil in each of the subjects and their respective qualifications in higher education institutions

cariar&#40;se&#41;
Put two people face to face or face to face, usually to give his version to any fact in particular

cariar&#40;se&#41;
Put two people face to face to their respective version of certain facts, is usually done with the witness to an authority

caricaturescos
People or things that look like cartoons

carlota
Feminine proper name

carne a la brasa
beef to grilled is incorrectly written and it should be written as " beef to grilled " being its meaning: < /br >Cooked meat to
the grill, or roast beef

carne negra
The term common is " 34 Black pulp; and is used to refer to meat without bone of a color more dark, than other tone
lighter

carne pulpa
It's boneless flesh

carnitas
Fried pieces of pork

carpulento
Tall and sturdy body

carraspio
Last verb blowing action runs when any discomfort in the throat feels in order to mitigate the annoyance, is a kind of
somewhat forced cough

carreta
animal-drawn vehicle

carrito
Diminutive car



carrizal
Place where you can find the reeds

carteristas
Plural of pickpocket, person who is dedicated to subtract from the pockets and steal purses

casa de bandidas
It is a synonym for "house of prostitution or prostitutes".  It's a phrase I read in Gabriel García Márquez's book "Living to
Tell It".

casa de madera
In the North of Mexico to the wooden houses in urban areas are known as tiles, and those located in rural areas are
known generally as cabins

casado pero no capado
Phrase that sometimes uses man to refer to that even married that does not stop you having sex with one or more other
couples

casate
casate is incorrectly written, and should be written as "get married" being its meaning:<br>It is to ask a person that is a
partner with another, generally said to people that show bad mood constantly and is thought that marriage is the solution
to that bad mood

cascarlo
Crack it or crack it is to strip or remove the shell covering something, it usually refers to fruits

cascarrabia
cascarrabia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "grumpy" being its meaning:<br>Person who always is in a
bad mood

casco
Artifact to cover her head in situations or activities risky

cascos
Are the containers of glass empty, in that come bottled certain drinks

casi siempre
It serves to express a fact that happens frequently, not "always"

castañuelas
Percussion instrument, consisting of two concave pieces of wood or ivory, that attaches to the fingers with a cord so that
such parts may collide between if



castroso
Maybe it's a writing error, by slof : it has scabs, dirt on the skin that is visible

casucha
Poor and neglected House which gives bad look

catalogación
Ranked description of something that sets your identification and your location at a time

catarrin
Way to call alcoholics

catastrado
Refers to the Member of the genus male that it lacks genitalia by ablation or removal thereof through castration

catastrado
Gelding

catastrofic
catastròfic is incorrectly written, and should be written as "catastrophic" as meaning:<br>The word is used to refer to any
fact or situation, with dismal results. It comes from the word " 34 catastrophe;

catrines
Plural of catrin, elegantly dressed man

catrín
Letter from the Mexican lottery that shows an elegantly dressed man

catusp
catusp is incorrectly written, and should be written as "ketchup" being its meaning:<br>Trade name of a tomato sauce

cautelosos
Plural of cautious, who does things with caution and care

cavar
Make holes in the ground

cazuela
Clay pot used for cooking

ca¿ada
CA ada is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Cañada" being its meaning:?<br>Space of land between two



heights

cefalagia
Headache

cegatonar
cegatonar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "cegatona" as meaning:<br>Person who does not see well, that
fails you the sense of sight

celedonio
Male proper name, in female type as

celina
Feminine proper name

celos infundados
Are those who feel one person have grounds to do so, or that the person helmet does not give reasons

cementerio
Pantheon

cencali
Adobe silo to store corn

centavera
Person who only thinks and acts with the intention of obtaining economic benefit

centavos
Minimum unit that divides the Mexican currency, i.e. the weight, currently the currency in circulation of low-denomination
is the fifty cents

centuplicando
Quantity multiplied by one hundred

cepillin
In the North of Mexico, name of a clown

ceras de bela
bela waxes is incorrectly written and should be written as "Candle wax" being its meaning:<br>Candle manufactured or
prepared mainly with wax, used to provide light and/or in certain rituals

cercenada



Cut, mutilated, mainly concerning a part of the human body

cerdas
Plural of the pig's female

cerdilla
Derogatory bristle

cerdos
They are animals also known as marranos, pigs, pigs.  Sometimes it's used as an insult

cerillas
Match, match

cerillo
Person, usually a child, minor, such as activities: hair salons, stores, etc.

cerrado de barba
closed with beard it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "beard closed" being its meaning:<br>Abundant
beard covering a PIN to another through the Chin,

cerrarse
Not wanting to understand reasons and it closed to dialogue

cerrasones
Close, not wanting to hear or attend reasons or explanations

cerros
They are elevations on the ground, can be natural and have hundreds of meters of height.  Also used the term to refer
has accumulation of some things or elements, example: sandhills, clothes trash

cerrón
Give a Cerrón is suddenly obstruct passage or movement of a vehicle, usually made with a second vehicle

cervantes
It is a surname

cervatillo caracteristicas definición
Fawn features definition is incorrectly written and it should be written as "cervantillo" being its meaning:<br>Deer puppy

cervecillas
It is a derogatory diminutive of " beer " example let's take a cervecillas



cestos
Articles for use in home, office, etc., its uses are various: depositing garbage, dirty or clean clothing, fruits, and others
can be made of plastic, metal, natural fibres, etc.

cetaseo
It is the mammal most large living at sea

chabe
Diminutive of Chavela, which in turn is a diminutive of the feminine proper name Isabel

chaborrosillo
Decomposition of the word " sabrocillo " derogatory of tasty, good taste on the palate

chacal
Man who sexually abuses children or defenceless women, usually resort to and deception and/or physical force

chacalear
Act as a Jackal, sexually abusing minors

chacalito
Man with young man looking like a stray

chacharear
Go shopping for things without importance and of little value. The chacharero sells prattle

chacharero
Person who trades with prattle

chachazudo
Shameless person who has no consideration for others

chaeneada
It's giving luster to shoes

chagas
It is the name of a disease

chairez
In Mexico, "Chairez " is a surname

chales
Plural of shawl, a kind of light mantle that some women use to cover their heads and/or shoulders



challa
In the North of Mexico is gives the name of t'challa to a bushy plant are attributed to some curative properties

chamaco
In female kid, someone young, between child and adult

chamaquear
It is to treat or allow one to be treated as a child, usually with ill-intentioned

chamarra
Warm clothing that protects from the cold

chamucos
Devils, demons

chamuscado
It is the adjective for something that is to exposed to the fire, can be accidentally or with intent

chana
Diminutive of the feminine proper name Feliciana, in male Chano

chancletudo
chancletudo it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Chancludo" being its meaning:<br>In female chancluda,
badly dressed, with poor physical layout person

chano
Diminutive of the male proper name Feliciano

chanquilon
Man wrong footwear can be shoes in poor condition or poor

chapaneca
chapaneca it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Chiapas" being its meaning:<br>Name used to refer to
persons originating in the Mexican State of Chiapas

chaparra
Woman of stature

chaparrales
Rural areas where there are many low-rise shrubs

chaparrito



Low stature, no matter the complexion, sometimes also applies to things like furniture, etc.  or animals

chaparro
In female charank, person of short stature

chapetes
Cheeks or cheekbones colored or rosy, can be the application of cosmetics, product of an emotion or medical condition

chapo
In Mexico, nickname of a known drug trafficker, Joaquin, the Chapo Guzman

chapopote
Crude oil

chapucero
Says the staff is not legal dealings or Affairs that performs

chapuleo
I chapuleo is incorrectly written and it should be written as "chapulineo" being its meaning:<br>Jump from one public
post to other politicians, such as the grasshoppers that give great leaps of a plant or tree to another

chapulines
Flying insects that can become pests that harm crops and vegetables in general, also called lobster

chapultepec
It is the name of a hill in the city of Mexico, by extension receives the same name Castle or construction that is on top of
the same: Chapultepec Castle

chapusero
chapusero is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Tinker" being its meaning:<br>Is botched the traps in the
game business, etc.

chapuza
Sloppy is cheating, mainly in the game or sportIn the game is easy

chapuzón
Light or fast bath

chaqueta
Warm clothing for use in the winter, on upper body

charchina



Object or article of poor quality, old or neglected

charcon
charcon is incorrectly written, and should be written as "charcón" being its meaning:<br>Large water or another fluid
build-up

charlera
The woman is said to be it very given to talk or talk.

charquito
Diminutive of pond, small accumulation of water on a surface

chatarrero
Person that buys and then resells the scrap

chava
Diminutive of the male proper name Salvador

chavalo
Young man who has barely overcome childhood

chaveta
Word used to refer to the head of a person, as a center of reason or understanding of the same

chavo
In Mexico I guy or girl means child or young, some people tend to use it to refer to people a bit older mainly if you belong
to a same social rank

chayo
Diminutive of the name Rosary

chelita
Affectionate diminutive of the feminine proper name Graciela

chelitas
Diminutive of chelas that at the same time is a way of abbreviating the word Cervesas

chelsea
Center of production of ceramics in England

chema
Diminutive of the male proper name José Maria



chencho
Diminutive of the name innocent

chencho
Diminutive of the name Crecencio

chepito
Diminutive of the name José, synonym, pepe, pepito

cheves
Abbreviated form used by the populace to refer to beers

chicales
They are placed to dry corn kernels, with them prepares a dish with the same name

chicampiano
Boy, little old

chichero
Vulgarismo by bra

chiches
It's the woman's breasts.

chichona
It is said of the woman with big breasts

chicuelos
Boys, young men, boys

chido
It is a popular qualifying adjective which can be applied to persons, animals or things, and as the case may mean: tasty,
beautiful, nice, good, etc.

chiflado
is said of ill-educated children who show anger or contradiction for no reason

chiflidos
Are sharp that occur to expel air through the mouth and which involves an important language and in some cases some
finger

chilaquiles



Mexican stew prepared from deep fried tortilla chips, can be complemented with egg, cheese, chorizo, etc.  Optionally
we can add some sort of sauce

chile de todo los moles
It is said of the person who likes to participate in every social event

chile dulce
It is known as red pepper or just pepper Chili, they are do oval the size of an Apple shape, markets located in them one
of colors such as green, red and yellow

chiles toreados
They are some types of chili peppers that put a moment directly into the fire so that their spicy flavor increases

chilla
The verbs chillar, cry, emit a noise the animals

china
1.-it is a municipality of Nuevo León, in Northern Mexico<br>2.-the word chinase is used as a synonym for fine China,
there is also who called china Cabinet that is saved or exhibit pieces of porcelain

chinchero
Place dirty and careless

chinelas
Comfortable shoes for walking in the House

chingon
Chingon or chingona, person, animal or thing with outstanding qualities, is not Word to be used anywhere

chino
Wavy-haired person, in Chinese female

chipichipi
rain very lightly

chiquear
Treat a someone as a small child, with pampering and caresses

chiquearse
Act already older children as if they were younger

chiquero



In the 34 ranches; place where enclose 34 pigs; by extension of usa also to refer to dirty lack of toilet rooms

chiquitos
Generic term to refer to anything from small size

chiringüillo
Pronounced without the letter n "squeaky", it is used as a derogatory term to refer to young men who look like they are
originally from small villages

chirrionera
It is called chirrionera a snake which supposedly attacks or defends hitting with his own body, using it as a chirrión or
whip

chisquiado
Chisquiado or chisquiada, it is said of the person does not have a logical reasoning or that drawing this crazy

chiva
It is the female of the goat

chivilla
Derogatory way to refer to a goat or a goat

choca
Of the verb hit, striking one object against another

chocante
Person who has attitudes that bother

chochitos
They are medicines based on natural products

chollazo
Once as the head

chon
Abbreviation of breeches. Example, I'm going to buy me " chones "

chon
Diminutive of the name Ascension, if male, if female the diminutive is Chona. The diminutive of Concepción is shell

chones
Abbreviated form to refer to the underpants of either male or female



chopear
Insert a solid food into another liquid before consuming it

choquillento
Dirty and careless person who dismisses bad smell

chosa
chosa is incorrectly written, and should be written as "hut" being its meaning:<br>House or room of rudimentary
construction, usually made of materials taken from nature

chota
Police patrol or vehicle

chotear sinonimo y antonimo
Chotear is to ridicule or mockery of someone

chucho
In Mexico Chucho is used as a diminutive of the name "Jesus "

chula
Cool or cool, female, object or another article pretty, beautiful

chuliar
Comes from the word cool or cool. Say nice things to someone about his physical appearance or highlight the qualities
of something: examples, cool girls passing by the street; They felted much my new House

chulito
Synonymous with beautiful, feminine chula, chulita

chulo
Cool or cool, beautiful, nice, nice-looking, can refer to a person, animal or object

chumacero
It is a surname

chuparrosa
Small bird that suck honey from flowers, called Hummingbird

cielo despejado
It's when the sky shows clean, no clouds

cien anos de soledad



one hundred years of solitude is incorrectly written and should be written as "One hundred years of solitude" being its
meaning:<br>It is the title of the novel most read by Gabriel García Márquez

ciencias
Set of areas of knowledge

ciencias auxiliares de geografia
History

cigarrito
Cigarette diminutive

cimbreando
Walk by moving the body with ease and panache

cinco
Number that is between four and six and corresponds to the number of fingers that we normally have in each hand and
foot

cincos
Plural of five, can refer to number five or to mention the number of five pieces or articles

cinicos
Cynic or cynical, people who are ashamed

cintura de avispa
Waist narrow or very thin, especially if it contrasts with chest and abundant hips

cintura de gallina
Say that someone has a waist of hen is to say has no waist, since chickens and birds in general lack of it

ciñen
Adjusted, it can be a situation or an article of clothing or an accessory, is limited for example a Crown on the head a
presidential sash in the chest, etc.

cirila
Name own feminine, little common, in male, Cyril

cirujia
Surgery, cutting or incision in any part of the body, made by a surgeon to correct or relieve some physical condition

cismo



I cismo is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Sismo" being its meaning:<br>Earthquake

ciudad fronteriza
They are all those cities that are located in the limits of one country and another

clamar al cielo
Pray facing the sky that is solution a problem or conflict

clamores
Set of shouting or loud noises

clarificante
It has the power to clarify, may be a liquid substance or a topic or question

clausurado
It is something that is closed or out of service, it can be temporarily or permanently

clavar los ojos
nailing the eyes is incorrectly written and it should be written as "nailing the look" being its meaning:<br>See at
something or someone, is nailed the look not eyes

clavo
Metallic object to hold or join one thing to another

climatofobia
Phobia or fear of climate change

clochar
Stepping on a car cloch

clóset
Synonyms, cloakroom, ropería

cobijas
Thick blankets to cover themselves from the cold, mainly when you sleep

cochambre
Dirt accumulated mainly in the stove and kitchen utensils because it is made of grease, dust and other elements of the
place where food is prepared

cochar
Is performing the Act sexual



cochera
Place of the House where it is stored or parked the car or vehicle

cochina
Dirty and careless person

cochino
Dirty person in every way

cocinero y pinches
Cook is the one who prepares food or meals and skewers are his helpers

cocinita
Diminutive of kitchen

cocos
Plural of coconut, the fruit of a type of Palm tree of places tropical

cocos
So some people call the marijuana seed

codiciosos
Who wants to have material goods in excessive form, synonym, ambitious

coger al toro por los cuernos
Facing a problem with decision

coger la mano
It is to take someone's hand

cojoyos
They are the Central blade of the Maguey cactus and lechuguilla which still remain strongly United together, forming a
kind of Cape

cola de caballo
In Santiago, Nuevo León, ponytail is a cascade or waterfall

colación
Light food taken between meals

colación
Singular of snacks, sweets of different colours and flavoured with Mint of the holiday season



colera
cholera is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Anger" being its meaning:<br>Infectious disease

colgadera
Part of the bags in hand, briefcases, backpacks, etc. that serve to sustain them, or pass them through the shoulder

colgar de las pelotas
It's hanging from the testicles

colgarse hasta el perico
Hangs to the parakeet who becomes exaggerated accessories

colita
Form of very simple hairstyle which consists in tying the hair with a bow

colita
Diminutive of tail, group of people formed in row to be treated as are coming

collar
Strap that adjusts to the neck of the dogs so that together with a belt be removed to walk

colloterismo
colloterismo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "coyotear" as meaning:<br>Action of the idiom coyotear,
make it an intermediary in any process or negotiation in return for remuneration

colonbia
colonbia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Colombia" being its meaning:<br>Colombia is a municipality in
the Mexican State of Nuevo León

coloquial de tener un encuentro sexual
Throw a stick

coloquial de tener un encuentro sexual
Take

coloradito
Diminutive color red or red

colores pastel
They are dim or low-intensity colors, which we commonly know as short colors

colorin colorado



1.-Phrase that is used to announce the end of a story or narrative, is usually used in this way " Colorín colorado this
account is over "

colote
Woven basket of natural or artificial fibre, used for different purposes

comechingones
Be more or more than the badass

comecuento
comecuento is incorrectly written and should be written as "eat stories" being its meaning:<br>Said of who believed the
lies that you have

comer como un animal
Eat much either eat without saving the composure necessary to, for example, eat slowly, make use of cutlery, eating
with hygiene, etc.

comer con la mirada
See someone or something with much interest

comer con los ojos
Securely see something or someone

comer de gorra
Eat while it costs you, eat by tale of another or others

comer demasiado
It means that whoever does it will become a pig of so much butter accumulated in his body

comer un sentimiento a alguien
Eat a sense, is when that person cannot forget or leave aside that feeling or sensation, for example, sadness, hate, love,
etc.

comerse com los ojos
eat com eyes is incorrectly written and it should be written as "eat with their eyes" being its meaning:<br>See someone
or something with interest, showing with the look that we'd like to be owners

comezón
Sense of discomfort in the skin, may be lack of moisture in it, the bite of insects, allergies, etc.

comian a dos carrillos
Plural ate to two cheeks, that is, they ate with their mouths full, chewing with both jaws at the same time



comicas
Comic or comic, people or funny things, which cause laughter

comisidad
comisidad is incorrectly written, and should be written as "humour" being its meaning:<br>Quality or characteristic of
comedian, causing laughter or grace

como ago para tener mi ciudad limpia 2 preguntas
Start by keeping your nearest environment clean

como anilo al dedo
as ring finger is incorrectly written and should be written as "like ring finger" being its meaning:<br>Get something
tailored or according to the wishes

como elaborar piña
The pineapple is not made, is an agricultural product, care appropriate plant or Palm tree produces fruit

como es un rio cómo se remansa
It is a river that after being plentiful and devastating becomes quiet and gentle, is " manso "

como estas
It is a way of greeting to meet someone, generally known, is complemented by a good morning, evenings, etc.

como hacer piñataas de jaguayana
How do pinataas of jaguayana is incorrectly written and it should be written as "how to make pinatas hawahiana" being
its meaning:<br>With cardboard, newspaper, paper of china and glue

como quien no quiere la cosa
It's said when someone does something slowly without getting noticed

como se le llama a una perzona que termino una marstria
Master or master, as either male or female

como se llama el estudio del ser humano
The study of the human being includes various sciences, including Anatomy, psychology, sociology, philosophy, etc.

como se trasladan los productos del campo a la ciudad
Depending on the amount and distance can be done in: donkey, mule, carriage, tricycle, van, truck, trailer, or loading it
yourself

comparecientes
They are the people who are present, or are present, generally to respond to a subpoena authority, may also be present
for certain official ceremonies



compelerle
Be of interest, care

competencias
These are the things or activities that a person has the ability to do.  They may also be the responsibilities that a person
must fulfill

complementada
It is used when talking about an element to which another element is added that complements it

componentes de la comunicacion
Transmitter and receiver

composta
Fertilizer for plants and trees, prepared with organic waste, can be prepared on an industrial scale or at home level

compostar
Preparing compost, made using plant waste and used as a plant payment

compraventa
It is a type of contract

comprendido
Understood, without question is a statement, with question marks is a question, example, when in his class teacher
asked would understood?

comunicacion corporal
It is what is transmitted by means of movements of the body, without the need for words

con el rabo entre las piernas
Fearful, unmanned, fearful, it alludes to the dogs approaching when they know that they did something for which are
reproved them, one with the tail between the legs

con júbilo
With gusto, with great joy

con mala suerte
It applies when something is done or done but in the end does not meet expectations.  I actually consider that good or
bad luck does not exist, success or failure depends on other factors.

con pie derecho
It is a saying that is mentioned when something starts well



concepción
Feminine proper name

concepto de colerica
concept of colerica is incorrectly written and it should be written as "angry" being its meaning:<br>It is said person that at
any given time is very upset or angry

concepto de interrogacion
polling concept is incorrectly written and it should be written as "polling" being its meaning:<br>Ask, ask, question

concepto de matrilineal
Refers to the line of kinship that exists between people by the mother, where they come from

concepto de votalizado
concept of votalizado is incorrectly written and it should be written as they "volatizan" to be its meaning:<br>It is gone in
the wind, occurs with some gases that being in open containers they volatizan

concepto del graduador
It is the name given by the person responsible for grading equipment or machinery in a factory or industry

conchita
Diminutive loving female name conception, the simple diminutive is shell

condescer
condescer is incorrectly written, and should be written as "pandering" to be its meaning:<br>Catch a person with the
lower one to try to understand and have a mutual agreement

condonación
Remission or forgiveness which makes debt creditor on the debtor

conducirse
Is to act and do things correctly and opportunely, the word can be used in a positive and negative sense

conejos
Mammal rodent, wild or domestic, very prolific, has thick hair, ordinary gray, ears as long as head, back legs longer than
the previous ones, and very short tail

conformarse
It is to accept things or the fact of the way in which you present

coniferas
With glass cone shaped trees such as pines



conjunto habitacional
Group of houses for use as room

conocedores
Are said to be savvy people who has mastery of a subject or subjects

conocida como el ruisenor mexicano
Angela Peralta is known as the Mexican Nightingale

conocimiento empirico
It is acquired without formal studies, through practice and/or personal experiences

conservadores
They are ingredients or substances that are added to foods and other products so that they may be kept longer in good
condition

consolador
Object of different materials used by some women for self satisfied sexually

consomé
Ingredient in powder or small pictures added to stews and soups

construye
Build up or working to get something, you can build a house or building but someone also works to build their future

contar ovejas
Popularly there is the belief that one method of falling asleep is to count sheep mentally

contar una de indios
Very brief verbal narration in which the characters are Indian

conteneo
conteneo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "it contonea" being its meaning:<br>It is the movement rhythmic
hips that some people do walk, mainly seen in the woman, and well also in one other man

contra entrega
The term is generally used to refer to a thing or object is delivered and received the corresponding payment

contradicciones
Words or actions that don't match each other

contraindicacin



contraindicacin is incorrectly written, and should be written as "contraindication" being its meaning:<br>Occurs when
they give us an order or indication, but then someone more tells us otherwise.  In medicine it is used to refer to the echo
of that prescribed us some medicine that we must not take for causing us harm in each particular case

contreras
In Mexico Contreras is a surname

contributorio
Relating to the payment of contributions or taxes

contricante
It is the opposing party or against which it contends in a fight, game or competition

conyugalita
Wife in diminutive

coperacha
It is a way of referring to cooperation, contributing to a goal or activity

copetencia
copetencia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "competition" being its meaning:<br>Knowledge, skill and
ability to perform something

copiable
That it is feasible to reproduce through a copying process

coqueando
Taking coca cola, here coqueando, is here taking coca

cordinador
Coordinator , person coordinating or directing an activity or activities of an institution or company

cordones
Threads or strings of certain thickness, different materials, used for tying packages, boxes, etc.

corona
In Mexico, " Crown " is a surname

corre ve y dile
They say that's the person who likes gossip, nothing is kept everything goes and tells it

correctos



Items or items without errors.  It can also be used to refer to people who have good manners

correoso
It is said of some hard-to-chew foods

corretear
Run or move quickly from one place to another

corrientazo
Current, without class or quality when it refers to an object

corrinche
Current, poor quality

corrioso
Food difficult to chew

cortadillo
Stew meat into small pieces

corteza cenicienta
With color or appearance of ash

cortina
In Mexico the word shade is a surname

cortina
Piece of fabric or other materials, used in the windows of houses and other buildings, in order to give privacy to the
rooms, protect from cold or heat, etc.

cortinas
In Mexico it is also a surname

cortos
The word may have multiple meanings depending on the context in which it is used, generally serves to refer to have
articles that do not have the extent that generally have

coscolina
Coscolina or coscolino, person who likes to keep several relationships

coscorrones
Hits given on the head with the knots of the fingers, usually given to children as punishment, without causing pain or



serious damage

cose
Infinitive verb sewing, draw up a piece of fabric using ahuja and thread

cosecha
Set of fruits derived from cultivating the land

costar un huevo
In vulgar terms it is cost a lot, it is referred has that a man has two testicles and pay one of them for something is a lot

costillitas
Diminutive of ribs, is usually used to refer to the ribs with meat for cooking

costroso
Crusted or crusted dirty person not bathing, and that grime or dirt will form scabs

cotinchon
cotinchon is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Jotinchon" as meaning:<br>Man with female attitudes

cotinchon
cotinchon is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Jotinchon" as meaning:<br>Man with female attitudes

cotizada
It is the monetary value assigned to an article, job or activity

cotorra
It is the female of the Parrot

cotorrear
Have fun two or more people

creerse todo a pies de júntalas
Believe things as accounts are, not doubt its veracity

crementina
crementina is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Clementine" being its meaning:<br>Female personal name

criadilla
Contemptuous of maid



crimen
Serious violation of the moral law

criminal
Any person who commits a crime it is

crinoina
crinoina is incorrectly written, and should be written as "crinoline" being its meaning:<br>Part of female dress with many
folds used down the skirt or dress in order that more large or bulky, giving a look more aesthetic to the body, is currently
mainly used in artistic costumes for dance or theatre

crispados
Altered by a strong emotion

cristalazo
Criminal act which consists of breaking a glass of a car to sideboard, in order to subtract and stealing objects

cristalero
Cabinet that stored and exhibited pieces of glass

cristalizo
Make a wish, example John cristalizo his dream of having their own home

cristeros
So called in Mexico who kept and defended their religious beliefs, at the time the laws were against the Catholic religion

crótalos
Venomous snake crotalid, basically American, also called rattlesnake family

cruda en mexico
These are the physical and metal effects a person suffers the day after drinking alcoholic beverages

cuadrarse
The military is adopting a position of " firm " before a superior

cuadros
Plural table, four-sided object usually of the same measure each of them

cuadrupedos
Animal that you have and walk on all fours

cual es el antonimo de quitar



They can be given or put

cual es el concepto del concertaje
Agree, agree, to agree on something

cual es la palabra guapa choza
which is the beautiful word hut is incorrectly written and should be written as "guapachosa" as meaning:<br>It is the
person who always or usually shown happy and fun

cuales son palabras soeces
They are what we commonly call profanity or swearing

cualidades
Positive characteristics of the personality of a person

cuando paraliza medio cuerpo de la parte inferior, como se llama
Partial paralysis of the body

cuantiosas
The word is used to refer to large amounts of something

cuarenton
unusual is incorrectly written, and should be written as "unusual" being its meaning:<br>Person who has an age
between 40 and 50 years

cuate
Colloquial way of referring to a friend, plural cuates

cuatrapeado
It is said that something this cuatrapeado when this disorder or evil made


